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Agenda
• What is Lecture Capture?

• How do I Lecture Capture?

• How does Lecture Capture benefit                                    

students?

• What’s in it for me?

• Strategies/Best Practices?

• Echo360 Universal Capture: Personal

• What do students see? Echo360 Demo



Interesting Tidbits
• Approximately 136 class sections                                                   

were recorded, Fall, 2019

• 5,530 Scheduled Captures

– Resident Instruction (approx. 72 sections, 216 hours/week)

– CSU Online (approx. 64 sections, 192 hours/week)

• Nearly 725 Personal Capture (PCap) recordings, Fall, 2019

– 8.5% of lecture capture viewership

• Prominent Users

– CSU Online, CVMBS, Natural Sciences, Engineering



What is Echo360?
• Echo360 is our campus-wide lecture capture                                     

system that allows instructors to record lectures                   

automatically in 200 + Echo360 equipped                                      

classrooms throughout campus.

Echo360 Pod

Recording Device

• Echo360 also provides Universal Capture: Personal software

– Allows instructors to record lectures from their home or office.



Three Components for

Lecture Capture

• Lecture Capture is an automated process that 

records classes throughout campus, and…it is FREE!

1. Video

• Via a Video Camera installed                                                          

in a classroom



Three Components for

Lecture Capture

2. Audio - Recorded with a microphone:

Boundary MicsHandheld 

Student Mics

Ceiling MicsClip on       

Lavaliere Mics



Three Components for

Lecture Capture

3. Screen Capture

• Whatever is being projected 

Document Camera Laptop w/ PowerPoint…Lectern PC



Poll 1

I have used Lecture Capture in the past.



Lecture Capture Rooms
Classrooms listed on 

the next few pages 

have an activated  

Echo Pod, and more 

are being added 

every day, so check 

back often. 

Department rooms 

are still ordering 

upgrade equipment.



Lecture Capture Rooms



Lecture Capture Rooms



Lecture Capture Rooms

More classrooms are becoming Echo360 Enabled – 200 Plus



How do I Lecture Capture?

• For Fall 2020, all classes scheduled in Banner will 

automatically have an Echo360 Course and Section 

created, and faculty assigned. 

• All sections scheduled in an Echo360 Enabled Classroom 

will automatically have their Recording Scheduled created

• Faculty who do not wish to record can choose                                    

to do nothing, or they can Opt Out for:

• Cancel recordings for all their classes

• Cancel recordings for only specific classes

See: http://help.echo.colostate.edu



How do I Lecture Capture?

• Show up!

– Put the mic on (turn it on)

– Teach



How do I Lecture Capture?

• After class, your 

recording will upload 

and be available for 

viewing automatically





How Does Lecture Capture 

Benefit Students?

• Students can watch at their own speed

• Students can re-watch content

• Canvas integration

• Echo360 Collaborative Tools

– Students can take notes via the Echo360 interface

– Students can “bookmark” specific areas of recordings

– Students can participate in discussions via Echo360 interface

– Students can indicate “areas of confusion”



• Viewing via Echo360 mobile app

• Helps students with different learning styles

• Helps international and ESL students

• Adds value to the course

• Reduce impact of sick days and absences

• Use of electronic data feed is more visible than whiteboard

– Doc cam, Computer screen, or what is being projected

How Does Lecture Capture 

Benefit Students?



Poll 2

I have taught Online in the past.



What’s in it for me?
• Students will like you more

– UTFAB has made it a priority to increase lecture capture

– Univ. of Toledo Trigonometry class study

• Failure rates decreased from 28% to 4%

– COVID – 19 restricted students will have the opportunity             

to watch your lectures and keep up with your classes

– Hybrid taught classes will allow students to watch a lecture live 

one day, and on line another day, allowing for smaller class sizes, 

to meet social distancing requirements.



What’s in it for me?
• You will have access to viewer analytics

– Are students watching your recordings?

• You can use data and student questions to inform instruction

• Note taking, confusion flags, discussions, bookmarks, 

transcripts, (Closed Caption available at a fee for disabilities.)

• Your courses are archived for future use



What’s in it for me?
• Professional conference?  Out for a week?

– Pre-record

– Use last term’s recordings

• Evaluate your own in-class performance

– Watch and listen

– Evaluate visuals and content

– Media professionals do this daily                                                   

to improve their presentation



Common Objections
• No one will come to my class

• My hair looks awful

• I sound like a gerbil

• I’ll lose control of my content

• It’s a pain to record



Strategies/Best Practices
• Evaluate your teaching style

– Use it or not

– You control your content

• Put it in “the can”

– Keep your content for later use

• Flip your classroom

– Have students view pre-recorded lectures and use class time for 

discussion, projects, case studies, applied skills!

• Augment your in-class material with Universal Capture videos



Echo360 Universal Capture
• Install software on 

your own computer

– PC or Mac – home 

or office

• Records camera, mic 

and computer screen -

camera is optional

• See Echo Help 

website for more 

details



Example of What Students See



Example of What Students See



Example of What Students See



Example of What Students See



Poll 3

I have a better understanding of Echo360 Lecture Capture.



http://help.echo.colostate.edu



Resources

• http://help.echo.colostate.edu

http://echo360.org

• http://help.echo360.org

• Email – echo360help@colostate.edu

– Marianne.Bauer@colostate.edu

– Ed.Gudemann@colostate.edu

mailto:Marianne.Bauer@colostate.edu
mailto:Ed.Gudemann@colostate.edu


Questions?



Thank you


